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Project Abstract > original proposal (Spring 2005 >
1. Setting the Stage – Introduction and Project Background:

2. Project Intent: Music inspires Architecture inspires Music

“Architecture is frozen music. Music is thawed architecture. How can

The intent of this study is to restore the sense of place that is tied to

the two arts be compared or juxtaposed? Or, how can they co-exist and interact

the Woodstock site, through the use of architecture to celebrate the performance

with each other when they come together and intersect? (Grueneisen pg. 10).”

of rock music. The site must be restored and preserved for future generations to

Music, like architecture, plays a profound role in our everyday lives; it has the power

understand its significance in American culture and history. This includes saving

to uplift us with a single gesture. Like architecture, music has its movements of

existing structures on the site that provide the original context – the farm setting

change and their respective moments that create those changes. The three-day

(see plate 1 – photos 4 and 5). Without these structures, the site becomes void

music festival of 1969 known as Woodstock provided the world of music with such

of its original use. This project will also investigate the history of rock and roll

a monumental moment in time. But, this monumental moment in time is being

performance and the events that created and lead up to the Woodstock event.

tarnished and almost destroyed some thirty years after its creation.

Not only will notions of the past history (contextually and musically) be understood

In 1998, billionaire Alan Gerry purchased the land outside of Bethel,
New York that includes the original Woodstock 1969 site. Alan Gerry’s intent was

and utilized, but this project will invest in the present and future implications of
performance innovation and technology.

to create a Performing Arts Center on this site. Richard Meier was originally the

The region of upstate New York is in a definite need for such a facility. All

selected architect, but he cancelled the project in early spring of 2001(see plate

other major concert performances occur in larger communities such as New York

1 – photo 1). The firm of Clough-Harbour and Associates was then selected to

City. This facility would provide this region with state-of-the art music technology

design the forty-million dollar facility (see plate 1 – photos 2 and 3). The project, if

that would rival any experience found in a larger community project. Thus, providing

built, will demolish the entire Woodstock site; instead of using the other surrounding

this project and the region will national recognition, in which the context of the site

acres. This demolition would also destroy permanent structures and monuments

demands a need to be restored. This place is where both musicians and the crowds

that were left over from the Woodstock festival (see plate 1 – photos 4 and 5).

of listeners can interact with music through understanding and celebration. Music

With the current condition of the Bethel Performing Arts Center being halted by

inspires architecture. Architecture, in turn, inspires music. The intent of this will be

the Historical Preservation Society for defacing the character and significance of

reached by the analysis of the following areas: establishing the project guidelines

the site, there seems to be a need for a new design. There must be a design

(NAAB criteria), use of precedents connecting music to architecture, defining the

alternative to re-establish the sense of place that is tied to the Woodstock site.

context (historically and physically), and project definition in terms of use and users,

Woodstock must be revisited, musically and architecturally, to inspire and capture

and project methodology in terms of musical and architectural implications.

the spirit of expression.

RESEARCH PHASE
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3. Guidelines – Commitment to NAAB Criteria
This architectural terminal project, tentatively called ‘The Interact Music

Architects have not only related music theory to architectural formulation,

Project’, will be committed to meeting the NAAB criteria identified by the faculty.

but they have been inspired by the emotions that music can create in their

The first phase of the NAAB criteria is outlined in the back of this proposal (see

architectural manifestations. Wolf D. Prix, co-founder of architectural firm Coop

Appendix a). Through these outlined guidelines, I will locate where in the process

Himmelb(l)au, associated their architectural creations to the early works of the rock

they can be accomplished. The second phase of the NAAB criteria will occur during

music of The Rolling Stones. “What the Stones achieved with their music – playing

the project process, in which with each requirement listed, I will address how I have

against the trends, meant a lot to us at the time we were forming our ideas about a

successfully accomplished that criterion. If NAAB criterion beyond those listed are

new architecture (deconstruction)…In 1968-1969 there was always music playing

addressed or included, then the proper documentation will also be included.

while we were drawing, and it was usually the Stones. ‘Gimme Shelter’ (Rolling
Stones’ song) was effectively the official Himmelb(l)au Anthem,” (Prix pg.29). Coop

4. Precedence: Use of music in architecture

Himmelb(l)au also associates the notion of how their architecture metaphorically,

“Architects have always referred to buildings in terms of borrowed from

not literally was inspired by the musical stylings of Stones’ guitarist, Keith Richards

the musical vocabulary, while musicians have the architecture and structure of

(see plate 3: photos 1 and 3). “The way Keith Richards plays rhythm guitar on Under

compositions,” (Grueneisen pg.10). The methods in which architecture is inspired

My Thumb and Sister Morphine generates a tension comparable, metaphorically

by music are evident in all historical movements. Early modernist architect, RM

speaking, to the tension flow in our buildings,” (Prix pg.29). Prix attributes even the

Schindler used the structural components associated to music theory to create

posture of Keith Richards’ to similar notion of architectural de-constructionist theory.

order and reason in some of his architectural creations (see plate 2: photos 1-5).

“You only have to see Keith Richards on stage to see how he almost deconstructs.

“Any proportional analysis of Schindler’s architecture will expose its ‘musicality.’

The way he holds the guitar – hanging below his belt, because it feels better

Ratios such as the square 1:1 (unison), and square – and – a third 4:3 (fourth),

corresponds exactly to the flow of forces in our structures: an attempt to convert

the square and-a-half 3:2 (fifth), and the double square 2:1 (octave) will be found

body language into architecture,” (Prix pg.29). Essentially, the Rolling Stones and

in abundance,” (March pg.98). Schindler used spatial relationships involved in a

rock music of the sixties had a profound almost inadvertent affect on the founders of

‘space architecture’ to produce a ‘symphony of space forms’ – and each room was

Coop-Himmelb(l)au and the architectural movement known as De-Construction.

a necessary formulation derived from the whole composition (March pg.98).

RESEARCH PHASE
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There have been projects that were directly inspired by the emotions

But, what if Gehry would have used methods learned from Schindler’s

in which rock music symbolizes. Two projects of such analysis include the

analysis of music theory, and Coop-Himmelb(l)au use of listening to the music as

Experience Music Project in Seattle (Frank Gehry) and The Rock and Roll Hall of

inspiration while designing? What type of architectural solution would be created

Fame in Cleveland (I.M. Pei. The Experience Music Project was created for the

from the interaction between theory and emotion, the analysis of music and its

city of Seattle and billionaire owner, Paul Allen. Frank Gehry’s design was created

context? What if music could inspire architecture, and in turn, architecture could

inspired by Jimi Hendrix and what his music symbolized (see plate 3: photos 2

inspire music?

and 4). The inspiration from Jimi Hendrix was also valid in the context, since Jimi
Hendrix was born in Seattle. The formal arrangement of spaces for the EMP is a

5. Contextual Stage – Woodstock Revisited – Site and Client

metaphoric representation of a smashed guitar – twisting and colliding with the

The Woodstock site is located in New York in Sullivan County just two

ground. The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, on the other hand used a composition of

miles outside of the town of Bethel (see plate 4: photos 1- 4). The site purchased

forms in which IM Pei felt captured the energy of rock music (see plate 3 –photo 5).

by Alan Gerry covers over 600 acres, but the original Woodstock site was twenty-

But, many critics argue that the Experience Music Project was more successful in

eight acres. The proposed site location will occur on 28 acres of land directly

representing a symbolic creation of rock music.

adjacent to the original site. The proposed site will reference key aspects of the

“The Experience Music Project seems to invoke the spirit of Jimi Hendrix,

original Woodstock site, which will be determined through the master plan.

in its initial inspiration, and rock and roll in general, on a visceral level. Other

A site visit to the original Woodstock site and the adjacent land acreage must be

buildings, for example the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame (Pei) in Cleveland, can fail to

conducted to understand the proper placement of the performance hall, museum,

live up to their intended stated goal of representing rock music and conjuring up its

and musician’s institute. This site visit would occur during the week of August 15th-

spirit… It seems that without an intuitive understanding of the creative substance

19th. During these four days, Alan Gerry (owner of the site) allows the general

of both disciplines, neither theoretical nor historic knowledge is sufficient to grasp

public onto this land to celebrate the event of the original Woodstock festival.

the emotional potential of the music or the building,” (Grueneisen pg.10).

During my site visitation, a traffic and pedestrian flow analysis would be done, as

Maybe the architectural appraisal to the Experience Music Project can
be attributed to Gehry’s understanding of the site context (Seattle as the home of
Hendrix), the symbolic nature of signifier of form (the smashed guitar), and the spirit
of Hendrix’s music (dynamic and powerful).

RESEARCH PHASE
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6. Project Definition – Users and Uses of the Interact Music Project

7. Methodology – Formulation of the Interact Music Project

The interaction between musician and audience is extremely important

The methodological approach to create the Interact Music Project is also

in any musical performance. The interaction between visitors (both musician and

part of a two-fold process. The first approach looks at the various programmatic

audience) and the site is also extremely important. Therefore, there are two types

functions of the Interact Music Project and how they are related the intent of the

of users: the musicians, and the audience. The musicians’ use of such a facility

project. The second approach follows both a theoretical and emotional analysis to

would be part of a two-fold process. The first use would be the stage performance.

how the form of the built environment will be created.

The second use would be to learn about how to improve their musical knowledge

The first methodological approach to this project involves a clear

by visiting such a facility. Therefore, the needs of the musician users would be

understanding of the programmatic functions, the spatial requirements of those

facilitated in the concert hall (performance) and a musician’s institute (knowledge).

functions, and the functions’ relevance to the project intent. The programmatic

These musicians could come from all over the world, but the musicians from upstate

functions are divided into experiences that occur on the original twenty-eight acre

New York and New York City would most likely be the majority of the musicians

site (anchored to the past and present), and experiences that occur on the edge of

attending the facility.

the original site (anchored in the past and set in the present and future). A listing

The audience – type users will also use such a facility in a two-fold
process, to either experience a performance, or learn about music. The needs

of the programmatic functions and spatial requirements follows below to provide an
initial understanding of the scope of this project.

of the listener (general public) users would be facilitated in a slightly different,
yet similar manner than that of the musician-type users. As the general public

Program – On the original site (anchored in past and present)

experiences the site, they learn about events that occurred in the past (Woodstock

Original barn and house

1969 Festival) through the use of interactive pavilions. These pavilions will be

The original barn and house structures (see plate 5: photos 1 and 2) will be utilized

situated around a reconstructed stage that resembles the stage of the original

to facilitate housing for the musicians attending the Musician’s Institute (program

Woodstock performance event. Through an interaction of learning and experience,

to be later discussed). To determine how many musicians can live in the barn and

users might feel a sense of transcendence through time and event. After a series

house, I will obtain building information from city hall in the town of Bethel, New York

of these experiences, the general public reaches the Concert Hall and Museum

while I am on my site visit in late summer of 2005.

building. Again, the general public has a choose to either go to a concert or visit the
museum to learn more about Woodstock (past, present, future) and music (past,
present, and future).

RESEARCH PHASE
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Stage Remains

Interactive Music Museum

The stage remains will be constructed following the methods in which the

The museum aspect of the project would provide both musicians and

original stage was constructed to evoke the sense of scale and placement on the

listeners (the general public) with interactive means to understand and celebrate

original site (see plate 5: photos 3 and 4). The initial square footage for this stage

past, present, and current creations of music. The focus of the museum would include

is about 3,000 square feet – including stage and audio towers. This is based on my

artifacts (physically and through various media) that establish the significance of

analysis of video footage taken from the Jimi Hendrix: Woodstock performance.

the 1969 Woodstock Music Festival in the historical and cultural context. Possible

Interactive Pavilions

design precedence of museums designed by Daniel Leibskind suggests methods

The placement of the interactive pavilions will be located around the stage remains

in which media can be used to evoke emotions inspired by the contextual nature of

area. These pavilions will provide unique perspectives to the stage to provide a

the site (see plate 6 – photo 3). The manner in which media is placed within space

connection between audience perceptions to a performance stage. Inside these

to connect it to time can be found in Diller and Scofidio’s Tourism: Suitcase Studies

pavilions will include interactive media that can be played and even projected to

– an exhibition for the Walker Art Center in 1991 located in Minneapolis, Minnesota

the stage to provide a connection between present and past states of the site and

(see plate 6: photo 4). An initial square footage of 40,000 square feet is suggested

events that occurred. The initial square footage is about four hundred square feet

to provide more importance to the museum than the musician’s institute.

each pavilion.

The Concert Hall – The Dynamic Stage piece
The Concert Hall is the most important space within this project. The

Experiences that occur outside of the original site

concert hall will hold a capacity of about 2,000 people, and its initial square footage

(Anchored in past –present – future)

will be approximately 100,000 square feet. The concert hall provides the clearest

Musician’s Institute

interaction between musicians and audience members. Therefore, the interaction

This facility would provide musicians the resources to learn new musical

must be dynamic. The stage must be changeable and able to adapt to over time,

skills or even the skills employed in the past (the music of the Woodstock era). The

almost like a theatrical performance, the stage is alive. Zaha Hadid utilizes this

Musician’s Institute would include a small lecture room, practice and lesson areas,

notion of the stage in her set designs for Charleroi/Danses’ Metapolis – a theatrical

and a small recording studio. By analyzing similar projects (The Musicians’ Institute

play in Brussels (see plate 6: photo 5). Other dynamic characteristics could be the

in California and the Center for Recording Arts in Hollywood) designed by Sweden

use of technologies such as Decoii Architects’ Hyper surface walls – walls that move

based architectural firm, The Bau:Ton Group, the square footage for such a facility

and react to sound, movement, and light (see plate 6: photo 6). The emphasis of

is about 20,000 square feet (see plate 6: photos 1 and 2).

the concert hall space with also includes an investigation in responsive acoustics,
lighting, and seating.

RESEARCH PHASE
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The second methodological approach follows both a theoretical and

My musical knowledge extends to ten years of playing electric guitar. Of

emotional analysis to how the form of the built environment will be created. The

those ten years, I took lessons for four years from teachers both graduated and

architectural experience of Woodstock must be inspired from the compositional

trained from the Musician’s Institute in Minneapolis, Minnesota. I can understand

and emotional characteristics of the music performed. But what song(s) should

basic music theory through both tabulation and analytic listening. Computer

be analyzed that would capture such characteristics –musically and emotionally?

software such as Macintosh’s Garage Band and other programs with aid in the

What music would best inspire the architecture of Woodstock and the Interact Music

musical analysis that is further than my understanding. Finally, faculty from the

Project? It seems that the music of Jimi Hendrix and notably the performance of

University of Nebraska’s College of Music could also provide in-sight into the

“The Star Spangled Banner”, according to many sources, represented Woodstock

musical implications of this project. Tom Larson is a member of such faculty that

with every note that Hendrix relinquished on to the audience.

would be helpful in this project; of which I have taken a class in the History of Jazz

“ One of the abiding images of the place and time of Woodstock is

as one of my elective courses in as part of my undergraduate studies.

Jimi, in white-beaded leather jacket, blue jeans, gold chains and a red head-scarf

These theoretical applications, much like Schnidler’s studies, can

standing centre-stage alone sending out ‘The Star Spangled Banner; as a series

be equated to architectural solutions of structure and arrangement of form. An

of shockwaves across the audience in the early-morning light… The Star Spangled

analysis of the emotional characteristics of the “Star Spangled Banner” will also

Banner has gone down in history as a classic reworking of the national anthem in the

provide architectural implications of structure, form, and materiality. The analysis

service of us against them…Perhaps Jimi was Woodstock’s only true revolutionary.

of the emotional implications will be created from intrepretating how I and others

He was certainly the major iconoclast,” (Shapiro pg.385).

experience the music. I will analyze video footage of the performance to gain

Utilizing the precedence studies of Schindler, Coop Himmelblau, and

a sense of the emotions of the crowd, and the performer (Jimi Hendrix). I will

Frank Gehry; the overall form of the Interact Music Project would be both theoretically

also analyze written and documentary notation of the performance through eye-

and emotionally inspired by a musical analysis of the “Star Spangled Banner.” To

witness interpretations of that event. My architectural intervention will not only

achieve the theoretical analysis of the composition would include a dissection of

result from my analysis, but through the analysis of others that experience that

musical theory corresponding to certain parts where Hendrix’s completely diverges

event of performance (both musically and emotionally). Musical performance

from the original composition of the “Star Spangled Banner.”

(theoretically and emotionally) inspires the architectural solution. The dynamic

This analysis of musical theory will be possible through the use of my musical

architecture provides a physical representation and inspires new music to occur in

knowledge, computer music analysis programs, and possible University of

the process.

Nebraska College of Music faculty.

RESEARCH PHASE
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Appendix A – NAAB Criteria
1. Speaking and Writing Skills:
Ability to read, write, listen, and speak effectively on subject matter contained in the
professional curriculum.
2. Critical Thinking Skills:
Ability to raise clear and precise questions, use abstract ideas to interpret
information, consider diverse points of view, reach well-reasoned conclusions, and
test them against relevant criteria and standards
3. Graphic Skills:
Ability to use appropriate representational media, including freehand drawing and
computer technology, to convey essential formal elements at each stage of the
programming and design process.
4. Research Skills:
Ability to gather, assess, record, and apply relevant information in architectural
coursework.
5. Formal Ordering Systems:
Understanding of the fundamentals of visual perception and the principles and
systems of order that inform two-and three-dimensional design, architectural
composition, and urban design.
6. Fundamental Design Skills:
Ability to use basic architectural principles in the design of buildings, interior spaces,
and sites
11. Use of Precedents:
Ability to incorporate relevant precedents into architectural and urban design
projects
12. Human Behavior:
Understanding of the theories and methods of inquiry that seek the relationships
between behavior and the physical environment.
16. Program Preparation:
Ability to prepare a comprehensive program for an architecture project, including
assessment of client and user needs, a critical review of appropriate precedents,
an inventory of space and equipment requirements, an analysis of site conditions,
a review of the relevant laws and standards and assessment of their implication for
the project, and a definition of site selection and design assessment criteria.
17. Site Conditions:
Ability to respond to natural and built site characteristics in the development of a
program and design of a project.

RESEARCH PHASE
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Mission Statement >>>>
The purpose of the Woodstock Exposition
project is to reconnect to a past moment in
history through exploration of site, architecture,
and music. Music will be used to create and
inspire architecture. The architecture of the
Woodstock Exposition project will inturn inspire
musical expression and creation.
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music inspires...architecture inspires...music.
executive summary >>>>
Developed by Ryan Boe under the guidance and
mentorship of Professor Dr. Duncan Case and
Professor Dr. James Potter. This thesis terminal project
was created to address the building of a Interactive
Music Facility around the context of the original 1969
Woodstock Music Festival site located on Max Yasgur’s
Farm outside of Bethel, New York. The interactive
facility will serve as both a music performance and
music education facility, providing spaces for: music
concert assembly, interactive museum, musician
education and training, and recreational park facilities
for the community and the nation. The program calls
for a facility of approximately 300,000 square feet plus
parking and additional site work for an estimated cost
of $70 million.

RESEARCH PHASE

Project Introduction > Philosophical Intent >
philosophy > music...architecture..interaction >>>>
Music > (‘myü-zik)

1 a : the science or art of ordering tones or sounds in succession, in combination, and in temporal
relationships to produce a composition having unity and continuity b : vocal, instrumental, or mechanical
sounds having rhythm, melody, or harmony 2 : an agreeable sound 4 : the score of a musical
composition set down on paper

Creating music can be traced to the eariliest conception of civilization, almost as if music was an
inherant form of expression. Through the art of ordering sounds in succession, music provides
a release of emotion. Through the exploration of emotion comes the notion of improvisation,
the art of living in the moment, the spirit cries out through tones.

Architecture > (‘är-k&-”tek-ch&r)

1 : the art or science of building; specifically : the art or practice of designing and building structures and
especially habitable ones
2 a : formation or construction as or as if as the result of conscious act b : a unifying or coherent form or
structure 3 : architectural product or work 4 : a method or style of building 5 : the manner in which the
components of a computer or computer system are organized and integrated

Creating architecture can also be traced to the earilest conception of civilization, to the first
moment when man created a sheltered place to inhabit. Through the art of construction,
architecture provides a place of attachment to a sense of place. Within this sense of place
emerges the connection to something deep within each of us, the spirit of design.

music inspires...architecture inspires...music.

Interaction > (“in-t&-’rak-sh&n)
mutual or reciprocal action or influence
: to act upon one another

The Interaction of Music and Architecture > Inspires...
Through the interaction of music (spirit of tonal emotion) and architecture (spirit of
design expression) within one context creates a transcendence that bridges the differences
between people, place, time, and event. The connection that occurs inspires all.. unites all.. for
a moment...all is inspired by one...one is inspired by all.

RESEARCH PHASE
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setting the stage > history of the site >

16
On Max Yasgur’s farm outside of Bethel, New York on the dates of August 1518,1969 an event occurred that would forever change music history, the Woodstock
Music and Arts Festival.
“The Woodstock Music and Art Fair, held in the Catskill Mountains of New York’s
Sullivan County, showcased the top performers of rock, folk, and progressive
popular music during the Sixties era. To this remote location was attracted an
audience estimated variously at between a quarter- to a half-million mostly young
people from all over the country. For the three summer days over which it was
held, the The site itself had been selected by the Festival’s organizers because it
comprised a natural amphitheater that afforded decent acoustics and unobstructed
sight views, plus plenty of space for camping on the grounds. Many attribute the
historic 1969 Woodstock Festival as an epoch-making event, a gathering that has
come to represent the acme of the era’s counterculture.”
Amongst the many monumental moments that occurred during the 1969 Woodstock
Music Festival, was the historic performance of Jimi Hendrix and his interpretation
of the “Star Spangled Banner.” It seems that the music of Jimi Hendrix and notably
the performance of the “Star Spangled Banner,” according to many sources,
represented Woodstock with every note Hendrix relinquished on to the audience.
“One of the abiding images of the place and time of Woodstock is Jimi, in whitebeaded leather jacket, blue jeans, gold chains and red head-scarf standing centrestage alond sending out ‘The Star Spangled Banner; as a series of shockwaves
across the audience in the early-morning light...The Star Spangled Banner has
gone down in history as a classic reworking of the national anthem in the service of
us against them...Perhaps Jimi was Woodstock’s only true revolutionary. He was
certainly the major iconoclast of the times, of the event know as Woodstock - which
will forever stand the testements of time.”
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock > What composes the (cult)ure of Woodstock >
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Research > Analysis of Film > Timeline > Day 01 > 07.15.69 >
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock film > Timeline > Day 02 > 07.16.69 >
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Research > Analysis of Film > Timeline > Day 03 > 07.17.69 >
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock film > Timeline > Day 04 > 07.18.69 >
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock > Site Photos > Then (1969)
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock > Site Photos > Then (1969)
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock > Site Photos > Then (1969) compared to now (2005)
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Photos > Then (1969) compared to now (2005)
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Research > Analysis of Woodstock > Site Photos > Now (2005)
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Photos > now (2005)
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Location >

The Woodstock site is located in the state of New York in Sullivan
County just two miles outside the town of Bethel. The possible site
development (land purchased by owner, Alan Gerry) is 600 acres, but
the original Woodstock site was 28 acres. The proposed site is 56
acres. This composite site is created by use of a progression through
the original 28 acres with an additional 28 acres on sites adjacent to
the original site, designated for new development.

The topographic features of the Woodstock site is as unique
as the events that transpired during the historical music festival of
1969. The topographic features are a result of being in the Catskills
Mountain region of New York. This condition provides the topography to the site with areas of heavy forestation of trees and shrubery,
followed by vast areas of rolling hills and open farmland.
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Location > Climate
Sunshine
Average Temperatures
The average high temperatures are in the upper tier of the national
average. Whereas the average low temperature are far lower than the national
average. The lowest temperatures occur
during the months January and Febuary,
rising steadily to the peak of the summer
month July.

Snowfall
The average snowfall is much higher
than the national average. With snowfall
occurring during the 6 months of the year
(November to April.)
Jan = 13.4 in
Feb = 11.8 in
March = 10.1 in

Apr = 3.0 in
Nov = 4.1 in
Dec = 10.2 in

The average sunshine percentage
is in the lower tier of the national
average. The least percentage
occuring during the months of
November and December (40%)
rising steadily to the highest
percentage during the months July
and August (63%).

Cloud Cover
The average cloud cover is
inversely proportionate to the
average percentage of sunshine.
Therefore, the months of greatest
cloud cover are November and
December. The months of July and
August have the least percentage
of cloud cover.

Wind Speed
The average wind speed is in
the middle range of the national
average. With peak average
occuring in the of March of 10.5
mph.

Precipitation
The average precipitation is in the
upper tier of the national average. With
snowfall occurring during the 6 months
of the year (November to April.)
Jan = 13.4 in
Feb = 11.8 in
March = 10.1 in

Apr = 3.0 in
Nov = 4.1 in
Dec = 10.2 in

RESEARCH PHASE

Humidity
The average humidity is near
the middle range of the national
average. The lowest amount of
humidity occurs in April and rises
steadily till it peaks in the month of
September.

Research > Analysis of Site > Site Circulation (Traffic Flow) >

Highway 17B - Primary Access Point
The main access point is Highway 17B, which is along the south side of the site, running in the east to west direction. Highway 17B was
just recently paved, but still is only a two-lane (one lane both direction) highway. County planning is discussing of the possibility of widenning the highway to four- lanes in areas of heavy congestion.

South Hurd Road - Primary Access Point
From Highway 17B, the main entrance to the park site occurs by using the gravel road of Hurd Road.

West Shore Road - Secondary Access Point
North Hurd Road - Tertiary Access Point
Best Road - Tertiary Access Point
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Zoning Considerations >

The Re-Zoning of the Site
In 2001, the Gerry Foundation presented to the Sullivan County Planning Department and the Town of Bethel Planning Department a new proposal for a
re-zoning around the Woodstock site for the future site of the proposed complex. The proposed zoning plan was approved by the both planning committee.

“The Performing Arts District”
Alan Gerry purchased 1,300 acres around the Woodstock site, with 600 acres zoned for “a future performing arts center development.”

Adjacent Land Use - Farmland
Due to the rural setting of the Woodstock site, and the richness of soil minerals, farmland occurs in all directions of adjacent land use. Although farmland
occurs in all directions, the abundancy of farmland occurs along the west direction and east directions of West Shore Road.

Adjacent Land Use - Residential Housing
Just north of the proposed site along North Hurd Road there is an abundance of land used for residential housing. The main reason for this land use is its
relation to the Flippini Lake Pond. The adjancany to the small recreational lake creates many lakefront properties and vacation homes.

Adjacent Land Use - State Forestry
The area of State Forestry occurs at the inbetween spaces of the primary and secondary roadways. These areas are designated as part of the “state
identification that this area is the Catskills Region.” These designated areas may not be destroyed, which occur along Hurd Road and along Best Road.
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Research > Analysis of Site > Topography (10 ft. Contours) >

This diagram shows the site topography at every 10 foot contour line, for general topographic
information.
Note: More in depth analysis will be included later in the process
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Research > Analysis of Site > Topography Site Sections >

RESEARCH PHASE
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >

This analysis occurred during a site visitation to Bethel, New York in early September of 2005.
The event was a Harvest Festival sponsored by site owner, Alan Gerry.
The Harvest Festival was a combination arts and crafts and farmer market festival.
This analysis is my progression through the site, in the exact order in which I progressed.
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Analysis of Site > Site Progression during Harvest Festival >
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Research > Project Program > Owner > Alan Gerry

Alan Gerry is a pioneer in the cable industry, and in 1996 he merged
his Cablevision Industries Corporation (the eighth largest cable system in the
United States) with the company giant, Time Warner. Alan Gerry is a born native
of Sullivan County, and he vowed to come back to the community and restore
and revitalize the area.
Therefore, in 1996, Alan Gerry established the Gerry Foundation, which is
dedicated to preserving the quality of life and general welfare of Sullivan County
and the surrounding area through economic and community development.
As a vehicle to help energize the economy of Sullivan County, the
Foundation acquired the site of the original Woodstock Festival the same year. In
order to reach the full potential of the location, the Foundation has subsequently
purchased several hundred acres of surrounding property in Bethel, NY.

In 1998 and 1999 a series of “A Day In The Garden” concerts were held
to commemorate the history and celebrate the future of the site in Bethel. These
events were staged by GF Entertainment, a subsidiary of the Gerry Foundation.
The concerts tested the viability of the area as a music venue ranging from rock to
country and indicated that events could be held successfully.
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Research > Project Program > Owner > Sullivan County

Although Alan Gerry purchased the entire site, and can claim ownership,
the land is still part of Sullivan County, and therefore, Alan Gerry must comply with
laws, zoning, and regulations found fit by the County Planning Commission of
Sullivan County.
Sullivan County as a client, has stake in the “Interact Music Project” and
the historic Woodstock site, because for over thirty years the site has provided
both the Sullivan County and more directly the town of Bethel with the national
identity of being the area of New York where the original Woodstock Music Festival
took place. Therefore, the presiding officials of Sullivan County (specifically in the
town of Bethel) have the power to over-rule the decisions made by the other cilient
of Alan Gerry, in the public interests of the entire community.
Therefore, the local guidelines outlined in both the town of Bethel (part
of Sullivan County ownership) Comprensive Plan and the laws outlined in the
Sullivan County Planning Commission: County Laws and Guidelines Handbook
must be followed to ensure the needs of the client (Sullivan County) are met and
respected.
Sullivan County political rule is mostly of Democratic party. Due to the
heavy agriculture needs of the county, the needs of the general public users
(mostly farmers) are also the needs of the client (Sullivan County). Therefore, not
only providing the county with a performing arts district that will revival those of the
major cities of New York and Albany, the project must also facilitate the needs of
agriculture events of the county. This will be discussed further in the users profile
section.
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Research > Project Program > Users Type 01 > “The Audience” >
General User Type 01 > Concert Visitors
The concert visitor’s main purpose is to attend a musical concert. All events that transpire evolve around the main desire
to see the concert they bought tickets for. The concert visitor may have knowledge of the context surrounding Woodstock
depending on how much of a music “die-hard” they appear to be.

General User Type 02 > Park Visitors
The park visitor’s main purpose is to explore the site and the park surroundings. Their interests rely on the relevance to the
natural environment of the site. These type of users could also be tourists that have heard about the site or the project and
were interesting in visiting without any need to attend a concert or event.

General User Type 03 > Camper Visitors
The camper type user’s main purpose is to be connected to the natural landscape by claiming a piece of that landscape for a
short period of time. Due to the context and history of the site, some camper type users may camp on the historic site to be
connected through experiencing the same site as the original Woodstock site. Camper type visitors may also be classified
in the park user type or the concert user type depending on their personal connection to the music event.

General User Type 04 > Local Farmers
The local farmer type user’s main purpose with the site is the exchange of goods that will enhance their farming business.
Therefore, these users probably only visit the site by either passing by on their way to their land, or through events such as
local farmer’s market that could take place on the site.

General User Type 05 > Local Artisans and Craftsmen
The local artisans and craftsmen type user’s main purpose is the exchange of their goods that will enhance their business of
being an artisan. This type of user would also use the national platform of selling their products to people not from the region
through events such as the farmer’s market and other similar events.
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Research > Project Program > Users Type 01 > “The Performers” >
Specialized User Type 01 > The Rock Musician “headliners”
The headliner rock musician type user’s main purpose is to provide musical entertainment to the concert-audience users.
Therefore, the spaces in which the rock musicians interact with are determined by the area in which the performance
takes place. Due to the high status of these users, their mobility is limited because of the popular demand. But, being
rock musicians their secondary purpose would be visit the historic Woodstock site and be connected through almost a
spiritual connection to past musicians.

Specialized User Type 02 > The New York Philharmonic - Classical Musicians
The classical musician user type of the New York Philharmonic’s main purpose is to provide musical entertainment
to the concert-audience users. Although the New York Philharmonic performs in the Lincoln Center in New York City,
they expressed a desire to perform concert at other “world class” facilities around the region. These users would not
necessarily be connected to the site of Woodstock because they are not rock musicians so that event might not be as
significant to them. The main concerns of the New York Philharmonic would be the acoustical characteristics of the
performance areas.

Specialized User Type 03 > “The Broadway Experience” - Theatrical Performers
The theatrical performers type user’s main purpose is to provide performance entertainment the audience type users.
The interests of the theatrical performers pertain mostly to the conditions of the stage area in which the performance
takes place. Such conditions include but are not limited to: lighting, adaptation of stage, backstage area, and the ability
to create different environment settings.

Specialized User Type 04 > The Music Student - Musicians in training
The music student type user’s main purpose is to learn how to become musicians that perform on the headlining stage.
The music student’s main purpose is associated to spaces that will educate him / her on how to become a better
musician. But, by inhabiting the land near or around the historical Woodstock site, the musican in training may be
inspired to create great music that may not be reachable if not in that contextual setting.

Specialized User Type 05 > The Musician Institute Facility - Musician Educators
The musican educator type user’s main purpose is to teach the music student type users how to create or become
great musicians. These users may also be inspired by teaching on the same site where some of the greatest musicians
performed on. Therefore, the musican educator type users will also be inspired by the context of the site.
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Research > Project Program > Intital Spatial Requirements > Site >
Requirements > Spatial Program > 60,000 sq. ft
- Commons Area > 12,000 sq.ft
Provide a place for exchange of people, which celebrates
the event of interacting with music.

- Restaurant > 2,000 sq.ft
Provide a place where people can relax amongst all the
excitement and sit for awhile to enjoy a meal before 			
continuing on their progression through the space.

- Gift Shop > 1,000 sq.ft
Provide an area where people can purchase artifacts that
will remind them of their experiences.

- Restrooms > 1,000 sq.ft
Provide for public use.

- History of Performers Hall > 10,000 sq.ft
Create a progression through artifacts and information
that explains the history of the performances on the site,
both past and present musical performance events.

- The Rock and Roll Artifacts Room > 10,000 sq.ft
Create a progression through artifacts that are not only
significant to the site of Woodstock, but also significant
to the history and context of rock and roll. Could include
travelling exhibits.

- The Music Library > 8,000 sq.ft
Provide a digital archive of musical files that are significant
to both the history of Woodstock and the history of music.
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Research > Project Program > Intital Spatial Requirements > The Amphitheatre >
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Research > Project Program > Intital Spatial Requirements > The Woodstock Museum >
Purpose >
The Musician’s Institute provides a connection
musicians and audience members by engaging the
visitors of the museum with that of the Musician’s
Institute. The institute also provides an open forum
for musicians to train and craft their skills at being a
professional performer.
Implications > SPATIAL DIAGRAM

Requirements > SPATIAL PROGRAM > 35,000 sq.ft
- Commons > 8,000 sq. ft
Provide an area where musicans can interact with each
other which stimulates new creativity.

- Lecture Room > 6,000 sq.ft
Provide an interactive space that enhances the manner in
which musical students learn, and educators teach.

- Practice Rooms > 8,000 sq. ft
Provide areas in which allow privacy for exploration, but
also the interaction between musician and audience through its proximity to the
museum.

- Lesson Rooms > 2,000 sq. ft
Provide areas that allow the privacy for musicians to learn on a more personal
level with their instructor.

- Recording Studio > 3,000 sq. ft.
Provide a studio that is “state of the art” to allow the 				
students to have the best professional equipment to produce professional
recordings.

- Restrooms > 600 sq.ft
Provide restrooms for students and educators use.

- Cafe > 1,000 sq.ft
Provide an area where musicans and educators can escape from the 		
environment of school, to relax and enjoy their leisure time.
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Research > Project Program > Intital Spatial Requirements > The Musician Institute >
Purpose >
The Musician’s Institute provides a connection
musicians and audience members by engaging the
visitors of the museum with that of the Musician’s
Institute. The institute also provides an open forum
for musicians to train and craft their skills at being a
professional performer.
Implications > SPATIAL DIAGRAM

Requirements > SPATIAL PROGRAM > 35,000 sq.ft
- Commons > 8,000 sq. ft
Provide an area where musicans can interact with each
other which stimulates new creativity.

- Lecture Room > 6,000 sq.ft
Provide an interactive space that enhances the manner in
which musical students learn, and educators teach.

- Practice Rooms > 8,000 sq. ft
Provide areas in which allow privacy for exploration, but
also the interaction between musician and audience through its proximity to the
museum.

- Lesson Rooms > 2,000 sq. ft
Provide areas that allow the privacy for musicians to learn on a more personal
level with their instructor.

- Recording Studio > 3,000 sq. ft.
Provide a studio that is “state of the art” to allow the 				
students to have the best professional equipment to produce professional
recordings.

- Restrooms > 600 sq.ft
Provide restrooms for students and educators use.

- Cafe > 1,000 sq.ft
Provide an area where musicans and educators can escape from the 		
environment of school, to relax and enjoy their leisure time.
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Research > Project Precendents > Site Progression Analysis > Composite Results >
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Conceptual Intent > Spatial Program Construct >

CONCEPT PHASE
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Conceptual Process > Initital Site Progression Programmatic Diagram >

69

This diagram shows the initital programmatic intent and the site progression based on my comparative analysis of Red Rocks, Mount Rushmore, and The Harvest Festival.
After my first review, it was suggested to scale back the scope of the project and focus mainly on the architectural elements of the Amphitheatre (Stage), Museum, and Performance Hall / Institute.

CONCEPT PHASE

Conceptual Intent > Pattern Language Analysis of Idea 1 >

This diagram shows an intitial layout
of programmatic use based on Alexander’s book, The Pattern Language.
The Pattern Language was also used
in my inititial analysis of the three
sequential progressions through the
sites I studied as precendents.
Based on this research and the aid
of the pattern language, I was able
to understand the types of events
or uses the various functions would
provide in my project at a early stage
in design.
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Conceptual Process > Annotated Progression > Programmatic Sketch and Diagram >

The diagram on the right shows a more detail description of the functions of the major
programmatic uses for the project. The use
of text in place of spatial diagram bubbles is
helpful and provides useful information otherwise not achieved in a bubble diagram.
The drawings below are initital sketches of
that spatial layout.
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Conceptual Intent > Narrative Storyboard > Museum >
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Conceptual Process > Storyboard Narrative > Museum and Performance Hall >

CONCEPT PHASE
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Conceptual Intent > Intitial Sketches of Formalization >

These sketches were inspired by the notion of the free form
nature of the spirit of Woodstock.
But also the use of abstraction in fire - explosion of form
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Conceptual Process > Scheme 2 >

This conceptual scheme was
based on the natural form of
a flower combined with the
curves of an electric guitar.
Symbolism was used to inspire
the form.
After review it was discussed
to be more abstract in interpretation.
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Conceptual Intent > Concept 2 > The Soundwave Analogy >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > Soundwave Developed >
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Conceptual Process > Scheme 2 > The Soundwave Analogy >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > Soundwave Idea > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > Board Layout > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > Site Plan Overall > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >

SCHEMATIC PHASE
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > The Woodstock Music Institute > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > The Woodstock Music Institute > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > The Woodstock Museum > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > The Woodstock Museum > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > The Woodstock Amphitheatre > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > The Woodstock Amphitheatre > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >
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Schematic Process > Scheme 2 > Synaposis > Semester Review > Fall 2005 >

NEXT PROCESS PHASE

88

Schematic Process > Time Fractured Architecture > Suggested Direction

After semester review it was suggested by the faculty that I take a different approach to the form of
the Woodstock Exposition. They did not agree with the soundwave analogy, stating that Woodstock
was a unique experience, therefore its architecture should be a unique experience not based generalized principles of music.
Many suggested taking an almost de-constructivist approach to design. Woodstock was a event of
a somewhat contained chaos. People, music, and culture collided at this one momentous event in
time. It was an uprising of a new force in music, in culture, in history.
Therefore, the architectural representations that occur on or near the site of the original event should
reflect what Woodstock represented in present, past, and future tenses.
The architecture should be a fracturing of time, place and event.
The architecture should respond to the notion of rock music being a foreign object interjected unto the
site of natural topography.
The timeline idea in the museum space was the strongest idea, that must be applied to other elements of design.
Time is fractured, the events are scattered, together they are one, seperate they are unique.
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Schematic Process > New Project Direction > Stage Inspired Design > 1969 Original Stage

NEXT PROCESS PHASE
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Schematic Process > New Project Direction > Time Fractured Architecture > New Inspirations
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Schematic Process > New Project Direction > Poetics of Architecture > Fractured Reflections >

NEXT PROCESS PHASE
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Schematic Process > New Project Direction > Time Fractured Architecture > Woodstock Analogy >

NEXT PROCESS PHASE
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Schematic Process > New Project Direction > Time Fractured Architecture > Type 1 : The Past >

NEXT PROCESS PHASE
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Schematic Process > New Project Direction > Time Fractured Architecture > Type 1 : The Present >
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Schematic Process > > Time Fractured Architecture > Type 3 : Present / Past = The Museum >

NEXT PROCESS PHASE
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Schematic Process > > Time Fractured Architecture > Type 4 : Present / Future = The Institute >
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Schematic Process > Interation 1 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Schematic Process > Interation 1 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Schematic Process > Interation 2 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Schematic Process > Interation 2 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Schematic Process > Interation 2 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Schematic Process > Interation 2 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >

NEXT PROCESS PHASE
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Final Process > Interation 3 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Process > Interation 3 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Final Process > Interation 3 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Final Process > Interation 3 of Woodstock Exposition (Fractured Reflections) >
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Final Design Documentation > Site Plan (Overall) >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Exposition > Site Focus Area >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum (Elevation and Floor 2 Plan >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum > Section and Floor 1 Layout >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum (Enlarged Elevation and Section >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum (Enlarged Floor 2 Plan > “ Woodstock Timeline” >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum > 3D Renderings >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum > 3D Renderings >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum > 3D Renderings >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Museum > Gallery and Ramp Details >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Music Institute > Elevation and Section >
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Final Design Documentation > Institute for Performing Arts > Plan Layouts >
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Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Music Institute > Enlarged Elevation and Section >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Stage Re / De Constructed > Section >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Stage Re / De Constructed > Plan Layout >
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FINALDESIGN PHASE

Final Design Documentation > Woodstock Stage Re / De Constructed > Enlarged Section >
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